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Overview

• Why, What, When, Where?
• What is changing, what is staying the same?

• The Unitary Patent (UP)
• What is it?  Why would I want to use it?

• The Unified Patent Court (UPC)
• How will it work?

• Opting Out
• Do I want to use the UPC?

• Other strategic considerations
• Alternative filing strategies
• UPC revocation or EPO opposition?



Why, What, 
Where, When?



Why?

• The EPO allows for centralised filing and examination of a single European 
patent application covering up to 44 states

• Cheaper and more efficient than separate national filings
• This is not changing

• Once a patent is granted by the EPO, it reverts to a bundle of separate 
national patents

• Combining and centralising the post-grant procedures for a large group of states 
may further reduce costs and complexity for Applicants



What? 

• Currently:  patent granted by EPO splits into separate national patents in 
each state

• This procedure will still be available 
• New alternative will be available for participating states:  the Unitary Patent (UP)

• Currently:  (apart from EPO opposition) infringement and validity of 
granted EP patents is dealt with separately for each state in individual 
national courts

• For states not taking part in the UP/UPC, this will remain unchanged
• For participating states, the new Unified Patent Court (UPC) will have exclusive 

competence for litigation relating to patents granted by the EPO



Where?
Up to 44 states covered by EPO application 17 states currently in UP/UPC system

Maps courtesy of www.epo.org



Where?

• Definitely taking part:
• Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany*,  Italy, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden

• Signed up but not yet ratified: 
• Cyprus, Czechia, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Romania, Slovakia

• Not taking part:
• Spain, Croatia, Poland (EU states)
• United Kingdom, Switzerland, Norway, Albania, Iceland, Liechtenstein, 

Macedonia, Monaco, San Marino, Serbia, Turkey (not EU states but covered by 
EP patent)



When?

• Final preparations are under way 
• Actual start date is being controlled by Germany

• Once the Court is ready to open, Germany will deposit its formal ratification of 
the UPC agreement

• The UPC/UP will then start 3-4 months later

• Current official plan:
• Germany deposits its ratification in February 2023
• “Sunrise period” (which we’ll come back to) starts 1 March 2023
• UPC/UP start date 1 June 2023



The Unitary 
Patent (UP)



What is a Unitary Patent?

• Single validation of granted EPO patent having effect in all states of the 
UP/UPC system

• Single patent right effective across whole UP/UPC territory

• No choice of states and cannot be split – you must have all UPC states that are 
available at the date of grant of your patent

• Cannot add more states later, e.g., if further states ratify the UPC agreement



Choices at Validation

Search and 
Examination 

by EPO

Application 
Filed with 

EPO

Patent 
Granted 
by EPO

Traditional Validation

[NEW]  Unitary Patent
Request for Unitary Effect in participating states 

Separate validation in each EPC state of interest

Request for Unitary Effect in participating states 
and

Separate validation in other EPC states of interest

[NEW]  Combined Approach



Costs - Validation

• Currently: grant stage costs can vary massively depending on choice of 
states for patent validation

• Some states (e.g., AT, IT, PT) require full translation of granted patent
• Some states (e.g., DK, NL, SE) require translation of the claims
• Some states (e.g., FR, DE, IE) require no additional translation
• Some states charge additional formal fees / page fees etc. for validation

• Unitary Patent: 
• No formal validation fees
• One full translation of granted patent required (for a six year transitional period)

• If patent is in English, translate into any other official language of an EU state 
• If patent is in French or German, translate into English



Costs – Renewal Fees

• Currently: pay separate annuity to each national office each year to 
maintain the patent in that state

• Unitary Patent: single annual renewal fee covering whole unitary area 
• Payable to the EPO
• Equivalent to paying national fees for the “top 4” most validated member states
• Renewal costs may be lower if you would normally validate in more than 4 of the 

UP states
• Renewal costs may be higher if you would normally validate in 1, 2 or 3 UP states 

(but you will get broader geographical coverage)
• No option to reduce countries (and ongoing annuities) later 



Validity and Infringement

• Currently: 
• Apart from EPO opposition, validity can only be challenged in the national courts 

of each state
• Infringement handled in each national court

• Unitary Patent:
• Apart from EPO opposition, validity of Unitary Patent (for all available UP states) 

falls under the jurisdiction of the Unified Patent Court
• Infringement (for all available UP states) falls under the jurisdiction of the Unified 

Patent Court 
• Opt-out not available if Unitary Patent has been selected (see later)
• National litigation not possible for Unitary Patent



Do I want a Unitary Patent?

• Yes 
• If you want to obtain and maintain your European patent in lots of countries at a 

reduced cost 

• No
• If you usually only validate your European patents in a small number of countries 

• Maybe?
• Depending on your opinion of the Unified Patent Court… 



When do I need to decide?

• Unitary Patent is requested when a patent is granted by the EPO
• Selection of UP must be done within 1 month after the grant date
• This is earlier than the deadline for national validation in individual states

• The UP option will be available for any EP patent that has a grant date on 
or after the date the UPC agreement enters into force (expected to be 1 
June 2023)

• If your EP patent will grant too soon: EPO special provision available
• When you respond to notice of allowance request a delay in the decision to grant
• EPO will not grant the patent until the start date of the UP/UPC system, so that 

the Unitary Patent option will then be available 



The Unified 
Patent Court 

(UPC)



The Court

= legally qualified judge

= technically qualified judge

* https://www.epo.org/law-practice/unitary/upc.html



The Divisions
Central Division

? – Life Sciences

Munich – Mechanical 
Engineering

Paris - Electronics

Local/Regional 
Division

where infringement 
occurred 

or
defendant 
domiciled

• Declaration of non-infringement

• Revocation actions

Language of the patent (English, French, German)

• Infringement actions and preliminary injunctions

• Counterclaims for revocation with discretion to either:

- Proceed with revocation action

- Bifurcate

- Refer entire case to central division

“Local” language or agreed EU or EPO language

•Local divisions 
• Düsseldorf, Munich, Mannheim, Hamburg – German & English
• Paris – French & English
• The Hague – Dutch & English
• Brussels – Dutch & French & German & English
• Milan – Italian & English
• Helsinki – Finnish, Swedish & English
• Copenhagen – Danish & English
• Dublin – English
• Vienna – German
• Athens – Greek & English?
• Ljubljana – Slovenian & English?

• Regional divisions
• Nordic: SE, EE, LT, LV – Stockholm – English

• Central division: LU, MT (PT , HU, HR, CZ, SK, RO, BG, CY undecided)



Court fees

• Combination of fee types
- fixed fees + additional value-based fees 

for some actions (e.g. infringement)

• Fixed fee €20,000 for revocation action

• Fixed fee €11,000 for:
-infringement action
-counterclaim for infringement
-declaration of non-infringement
-application for provisional measures



Court fees – reductions/reimbursements

• Small enterprises/micro enterprises entitled to 40% reduction in court fees
• penalty for claiming incorrectly

• Case heard by single judge:
• 25% reimbursed

• Partial reimbursement if action withdrawn/settled
• 20%, 40% or 60% depending on stage of action



Recoverable costs 
• Unsuccessful party bears successful party’s costs

• Amount recoverable decided by court

• Ceiling for what is recoverable, based on value of case
• ceiling applies per case, not per party or per patent
• court has discretion to raise the ceiling in limited situations



Unified Patent Court – The Law



Unitary Patent – The Law



Who Can Bring Infringement Action?

• Patent proprietor

• Exclusive licensee
• unless licence agreement provides otherwise
• provided patent proprietor is given prior notice
• patent proprietor entitled to join the action

• Non-exclusive licensee
• only if expressly permitted by licence agreement
• provided patent proprietor is given prior notice
• patent proprietor entitled to join the action



Action by Licensee

• Licensee cannot defend a counterclaim for revocation
• patent proprietor can join the action to defend the counterclaim
• or separate action against patent proprietor for revocation

• Licensee may have no control over patentee defence against revocation action 
• arguments, evidence, amendments

• When drafting future licence agreements
• explicit indication of whether or not licensee has right to file UPC infringement action
• consider provisions for licensee control of patentee response to any UPC revocation action



UPC – The Timeline (Infringement)

0 M 3 M 5 M

7-9 M

7-11 M

Patentee files 
claim including 
facts relied on 
and available 
evidence (Rule 
13)

Defendant 
response for non-
infringement and 
possible 
counterclaim for 
revocation (Rules 
24 and 25)

Patentee 
reply for 
infringement 
and defence 
to 
counterclaim 
(Rule 29) plus 
any 
application to 
amend (Rule 
30)

Defence to counterclaim and 
application to amend (7 
months), Patentee reply to 
defence (8 months),  and 
Defendant rejoinder (9 
months) (Rules 29, 32)

Interim 
procedure 
including 
conference 
(Rules 101-
110)

Oral Hearing
(Rules 111-117) 

Final 
Written 
Decision 
(Rule 118)

10-11 M

Summons 
to Oral 
Hearing 
(Rule 108)

12 M



UPC – Remedies

• Remedies apply across whole territory of UPC
- damages
- injunctions
- corrective measures (e.g. seizure/destruction/recall of infringing products)
- declaration of infringement

• Preliminary measures apply across whole territory of UPC
- saisie (preserve evidence/inspection of premises)
- freezing order (no removal of assets from the jurisdiction)
- seizure or delivery up of suspected infringing products
- preliminary injunction
- production of evidence



Evidence in the UPC

• Means of giving or obtaining evidence includes:
• hearing the parties
• requests for information
• production of documents
• hearing witnesses
• opinions by experts
• inspection
• comparative tests or experiments
• sworn statements in writing (affidavits)



Expert Witnesses in the UPC

• Questioning of witnesses and experts
• under control of Court 
• limited to what is necessary
• Court may appoint court experts

 Not expected to be used extensively, given aim of streamlined 
procedure and reduced court time



Discovery (Disclosure) in the UPC

• Available but limited. Party must
• present reasonably available evidence sufficient to support its claims

• must already have made a reasonable case for infringement
• specify evidence which lies in the control of opposing or 3rd party 

• must identify what you want
• no fishing or speculation

• May include communication of banking, financial or commercial documents

• Subject to the protection of confidential information



Saisie in the UPC

• Procedure for preserving evidence
• patentee can have alleged infringement recorded by a bailiff who may enter 

place of alleged infringement and seize items evidencing infringement
• detailed description of what is found, with/without taking of samples
• physical seizure of infringing goods, and, where appropriate, materials and implements 

used in the production and/or distribution of these goods and documents relating 
thereto

• May be ex parte, but may need to lodge security
• Must present reasonably available evidence sufficient to support 

claim of (imminent) infringement



Revocation Actions

• Who
• invalidity/revocation action can be filed by anyone
• no standing requirement
• thought that strawman (anonymous) actions will be possible

• Where
• at the relevant central division

• ? – life sciences, chemical, and medical device cases
• Munich – mechanical engineering cases
• Paris – everything else (IT, electronics, and telecoms cases)

• Language of proceedings
• language of the patent (English, French, German)



Revocation Proceedings

• UPC may revoke a patent only on grounds of:
• excluded subject matter, lack of novelty, lack of inventive step, lack of industrial 

application (A.52-57 EPC)
• insufficiency (A.83 EPC)
• added subject matter (A.123 EPC)
• lack of entitlement (A.60(1) EPC)
• national prior rights (A.139(2) EPC)

• Auxiliary Requests permissible
• must be “reasonable” in number
• Explanation why amendments satisfy clarity (A.84 EPC) and no added matter 

(A.123(2) and 123(3) EPC)



UPC – The Timeline (Revocation)

0 M 2 M

4 M

5 M

6 M

7-10 M

Petitioner files 
claim including 
facts relied on 
and available 
evidence (Rule 
44)

Patentee 
response (Rule 
49) including any 
amendments to 
patent and 
possible 
counterclaim for 
infringement

Petitioner’s 
reply (Rule 51) 
including 
defence to 
counterclaim 
(Rule 59)

Patentee 
reply to 
defence to 
counterclaim 
(Rule 56.3)

Petitioner 
rejoinder to 
reply (Rule 
56.4)

Interim 
procedure 
including 
conference 
(Rules 101-
110)

Oral Hearing
(Rules 111-117) 

Final 
Written 
Decision 
(Rule 118)

< 14 M10-11 M

Summons 
to Oral 
Hearing 
(Rule 108)

12 M



Privilege at the UPC

• Any confidential communication between client and lawyer or patent attorney 
from whom advice is sought in professional capacity is privileged

• privilege applies to proceedings before UPC or in arbitration or mediation proceedings
• advice sought may be for UPC proceedings or otherwise
• may be written or oral
• must remain confidential
• applies also to communications between client and lawyer or patent attorney employed by client
• may be waived

• Privilege extends to work product of lawyer or patent attorney
• communications between lawyers and/or patent attorneys employed in the same firm or entity, or 

between lawyers and/or patent attorneys employed by the same client
• any record of a privileged communication



Privilege at the UPC

• Where a client, or a lawyer or patent attorney instructed by a client in a professional capacity, 
communicates confidentially with a third party for the purposes of obtaining information or 
evidence of any nature for the purpose of or for use in any proceedings, including proceedings 
before the EPO, such communications shall be privileged from disclosure as above

• “Lawyer” includes any person qualified to practise as a lawyer and give legal advice under the law 
of the state where he practises and who is professionally instructed to give such advice

• “Patent attorney” includes a person recognised as eligible to give advice under the law of the 
state where he practises in relation to the protection of any invention or to the prosecution or 
litigation of any patent or patent application and is professionally consulted to give such advice

 Covers US lawyers and patent attorneys



Opting Out?



UPC Jurisdiction

• Unified Patent Court will have exclusive competence for all “Unitary 
Patent” cases

• All patents granted by the EPO will also fall under the jurisdiction of the 
UPC in relation to those states that are in the UPC/UP system

• Includes all patents already granted by the EPO
• Even if you validate via the traditional route rather than using Unitary Patent
• UPC will handle central litigation of the patent covering all the UPC member 

states where the patent is in force



Transitional Period / Opt-Out

• Transitional period of 7 years (possibly +7) 
• During the transitional period:

• Dual jurisdiction – actions may be taken at UPC or national courts
• Possible for Proprietor to “opt-out” of UPC, unless “Unitary Patent” is selected or 

UPC proceedings have been initiated under the patent

• After the transitional period:
• Opt-outs filed during transitional period remain in force
• New opt-outs no longer possible
• All non-opted-out EP patents will fall exclusively under UPC jurisdiction for all 

UPC states



Opt-out Procedure

• Separate opt-out required for each EP patent/application
• No official fee

• Sunrise period to allow early filing of opt-out requests
• 3 month period before entry into force of UPC where patent holders can file an 

opt-out request

• Opt-out not effective until it is registered
• If an action is filed at the UPC before you opt-out then an opt-out can no longer 

be registered - you are trapped in the UPC system
• Get all opt-out requests filed as early as possible and ideally before the end of 

the sunrise period



Withdrawal of Opt-out

• After a patent has been opted out, that opt out can be withdrawn by the 
patent owner(s) at a later date

• As long as national proceedings have not been started

• You can only opt out once 
• If you withdraw your opt out, you can’t opt out again later



Opting Out: Co-Owners/Assignments

• Application for opt-out must be made by all owners of that patent in all
EPC states where the patent was granted
• Not just the owners for the current UPC states
• The legally correct owner(s) at that date, not necessarily the owner recorded on 

the EPO register/national patent registers
• All owners must act together
• Issue to consider in co-ownership agreements

• If opt-out filed incorrectly, it may later be deemed invalid
• Make sure you get it right!



Opting Out: Licenses

• Only the Proprietor(s) can opt out, not licensees
• Even an exclusive licensee cannot opt out a patent

• Issue to consider in existing and future license agreements
• Does the license give the licensee the power to force the Proprietor to opt-out 

(or to not opt-out)?  
• Can the Proprietor opt out/opt back in against the licensee’s wishes?
• Should existing license agreements be renegotiated to clarify these issues?



In or Out?

• Reasons to use the UPC
• Single action against an infringer covering whole UPC territory
• Remedies and preliminary measures will apply across whole territory of UPC

• Reasons to opt out
• Risk of central revocation
• Uncertainty over new courts/judges

• Many companies contemplating a mix of approaches for different patents, 
depending on their value and likelihood of litigation

• Opt-out valuable patents?
• Withdraw opt-out later if you need to enforce?



Other Strategic 
Considerations



Alternative Filing Strategies

• Ability to opt out is only a transitional provision - if you don’t want to take that 
risk, what alternatives are available?

• UPC will ultimately have jurisdiction in all UPC states for all patents granted by 
the EPO, but not for patents granted by national patent offices in Europe

• Consider filing separate national applications in important states?
• Most EP patents are currently only validated in DE, FR, GB
• Consider filing nationally (e.g. in DE, FR) instead of filing at the EPO
• Cost of 3-5 national applications ≅ 1 x EPO application
• Some states e.g. DE will allow double patenting



National Filings

• National prosecution often faster/easier than the EPO
• no substantive examination in e.g. IT, ES, CZ, BE
• PPH is a realistic option in some countries (unlike EPO)
• all countries now allow post grant amendment

• National route not available via PCT in some EP countries (e.g. BE, FR, NL)

• For important cases, file at EPO and also in some national offices?
• avoid risk of central revocation in important countries
• prosecute both and decide later which to keep
• beware of double patenting problems



UPC Revocation vs EPO Opposition

• Will the arrival of the new UPC revocation action spell the end of the EPO 
opposition?

• probably not…

• advantages and disadvantages of each option



UPC Revocation vs EPO Opposition

EPO Opposition UPC Revocation Action

Up to 9 months after grant Lifetime of patent

Revocation of entire EP patent (up to 44 states) Revocation only in UPC states (up to 24)

Official fee 840 Eur Official fee 20,000 Eur

Validity only Counterclaim for infringement possible

Grounds – patent eligibility, novelty, inventive step, 
sufficiency, added matter

Grounds – same as for opposition plus entitlement, 
national prior rights

19 months average to decision (‘standard cases’) Predicted ~14 months to decision



UPC Revocation and EPO Opposition?

• Can file both EPO opposition and UPC revocation action

• Can file one while the other is pending

• Can file UPC revocation after completion of unsuccessful EPO opposition

• No formal estoppel – can run the same attacks again

• UPC can request acceleration of a pending EPO opposition

• UPC action may be stayed if EPO opposition pending



Conclusions – things to do now

• Review your granted EP patents and applications
• Consider whether you want them to move to the jurisdiction of the UPC

• Identify any cases to be opted out

• Consider whether any issues around assignments/licences need to be resolved 

• Review any pending EP applications allowed or close to allowance
• Consider whether you will wish to make use of the Unitary Patent option

• Consider whether any action is needed to ensure that the UP option will be available 
for your cases, e.g. use of EPO transitional measures or delaying grant



Conclusions – things to do moving forward

• Review licence agreements to ensure clarity around
• licensee’s ability to control any UPC proceedings

• licensee’s rights to decide whether to opt out 

• Consider whether long term changes to filing strategy are needed
• filing precautionary national applications in major European states 



Questions?
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